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Abstract The locator is the key component to control the
track of contact wire in overhead catenary system (OCS)
for high-speed railway. Once the locator slope is out of
bound, it would pose a huge hazard to the safety of the
high-speed trains and threat to the human life and property
damage. In this work, a novel end-to-end locator slope
calculation framework is presented for locator slope realtime inspection in high-speed railway system. The pipeline
is composed of two stages: locator contour detection and
slope calculation. In order to precisely detect the locator
contours in OCS images captured from high-speed extreme
environments, a novel detection mechanism including
rough detection and fine fitting is proposed. For the fast
slope calculation through only one camera, monocular
vision model is modified by two novel assumptions to
calculate the locator space coordinates. Rigorous experiments are performed across a number of standard locator
slope calculation benchmarks, showing a large improvement in the precision and speed over all previous methods.
Finally, the effectiveness of proposed framework is
demonstrated through a real-world application of the highspeed rail OCS inspection system.
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1 Introduction
The high-speed railway has developed rapidly on a large
scale around the world due to its convenience and comfort
for passengers. With progressively expanding in the past
few years, China High-Speed Railway (CHSR) has become
the longest high-speed railway network with more than
20,000 km on running in the world. The stringent
requirement for security is always the first priority for
traveling, so ensuring the high-speed railway system
operating in a reliable and secure way is an arduous task for
researchers.
The pantograph–catenary system (PCS) is the dominant
form of supplying the vital power to railway electrical
trains [1]. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the pantograph is an
apparatus mounted on the roof of the electric train to collect power through contacting with the overhead catenary
equipment called the overhead catenary system (OCS). The
OCS includes messenger wire, contact wire and supporting
structure, which consists of metallic poles, steady arm and
locator [2]. In order to achieve good current collection, the
contact wire has to be placed geometrically within defined
bound, which is controlled by the locator. The out-ofbound locator may cause the running train power interruption and even crash to the pantograph in extreme situation. Thereby it greatly threats the security of the highspeed railway network.
Traditionally, the locator slope state is inspected by a
large number of technicians using laser scanner to measure
the locator height above the plane periodically. To reduce
the human labor, railway companies apply comprehensive
inspection train (CIT) with various inspection devices to do
catenary system state monitoring. However, it would
occupy the railway resource while the CIT runs, and the
inspection is periodic. To monitor the locator installation
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Fig. 1 Structure of pantograph–
catenary system of high-speed
rail

condition in real time, it is greatly desired that artificial
intelligence approach can be deployed to obtain the locator
state during the high-speed train running. With the development of powerful computer vision techniques, the locator states can be got automatically by using video
monitoring system with onboard high-resolution cameras
equipped on the high-speed trains [3–5].
On account of the extreme environments and the huge
video data during train running, calculating locator slope
precisely and fast is difficult. Although prior work has
yielded many fascinating results [6–11], the performance
of locator slope calculation is still unsatisfied. As a matter
of fact, the locator slope calculation performance is limited
to two major aspects as illustrated in Fig. 2. First, OCS
images from different train lines exhibit great variations in

illumination conditions and mixture of foreground and
background. Even more, the locator structures are complex
with messy crossing lines. So it is hard to fit the locator
contours directly in OCS images. Second, the locators in
OCS images are captured in different distances and angles
through only one camera on the train reef. Due to the lack
of depth information, it is difficult to calculate the locator
spatial position through traditional monocular vision
model.
In this paper, we explore an automatic locator slope
calculation framework based on monocular vision for highspeed railway. In order to precisely detect the locator
contours in high-speed extreme environments, a novel
strategy including rough detection and precise detection is
proposed. During locator rough detection, the convolution

Fig. 2 Examples of locators appearing at the overhead catenary system of high-speed rail
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neural networks (CNNs) is proposed to predict the locator
bounding boxes and associated class probabilities directly
from the spatially separated blocks in global OCS image.
According to the locator structure, the locator contours can
be approximated by the straight line along with the locator.
So, the precise detection is done by fine fitting the straight
line in the local region generated before. For locator slope
calculation, two assumptions are proposed to restrict projection equation derived from monocular vision model.
One is that the locator mounting plane is vertical to the
railway orientation. The other is that the locator down
terminal height is equal to the pantograph operating height
which can be obtained through the train system. After
solving the projection equation, the locator slope can be
calculated fast and accurately. Experiments on the multiple
sequences of OCS images from real high-speed railway
lines demonstrate that the proposed approach achieves a
promising performance.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Our main contribution is a novel locator slope
calculation framework. It systematically monitors the
slope of locators on running high-speed trains through
only one camera.
Our second contribution is a high-performance locator
contour detector utilizing the global and local image
features in high-speed extreme environments. The
detector is robust to variations with illumination
conditions and mixture of foreground and background.
Our third contribution is the fast slope calculation
method based on monocular vision. The method is
effective and efficient and is fit for different distances
and angles of locator in OCS images.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives a brief
overview of related work. Section 3 introduces the system
architecture of the proposed locator slope calculation
framework. Sections 4 and 5 elaborate the detailed process
of locator contour detection and slope calculation. Section 6 describes the experimental setup and empirical
results. Finally, Sect. 7 concludes this paper.

2 Relate work
In this section, we review the contributions of works most
related to locator detection [6–11] and slope calculation
[8, 9].
2.1 Locator contour detection methods
Locator contour detection tackles the first task of the
locator slope calculation pipeline. Due to the instances of
locators in noisy and cluttered images, detection is a highly

non-trivial task. So far, the methods developed to solve
locator contour detection are based on either image processing [6–10] or sliding window [11].
Image processing models improve the performance of
locator contour detection by enhancing the image texture
details. Intuitively, image enhancement methods, like filtering and morphology processing, are used at first. Then
different edge detection methods are applied in locator
contour detection. In [6], chain code detection was used to
detect the locator line segment in the local locator region of
images. To improve the precision, Candy edge detection
method and a modified Hough transform were applied in
[8]. In former methods, the locator contour detection was
only applied in the local regions only containing locators;
[7] proposed a novel framework for locator contour
detection in arbitrary scenes. The straight pillars in the
OCS images were first found out, the region containing
locators was then further confirmed according to skeleton
model (the position relationship of the components), and
finally the locator feature extracted from Hough transform
was used to identify the right lines. Inspired by the work
[7], the locator critical components were detected on the
line terminals in [10]. Compared to the image processing
models, sliding window models approached locator contour detection as a classical object detection task. Gu et al.
[11] used an AdaBoost classifier trained on HOG and LBP
features in a sliding window scenario to find locators in
OCS images.
2.2 Features of our method
Although current studies have obtained certain successes,
these research results still cannot meet the needs of practical applications entirely. In particular, the false alarms
and miss detections usually occur in complicated background and overexposure situations, because the abovementioned approaches are unable to extract ideal locator
features in variable situations.
Considering the wonderful successes that deep learning
algorithms [13–18] have achieved in image understanding,
several recent papers have explored the deep features of
images for object detection [19–24]. Ross et al. [19] first
proposed the region-based convolution neural network
(RCNN) which applied high-capacity deep features to
solve object detection problems. Firstly, bottom-up region
proposals generated by convolution neural networks
(CNNs) were used to localize and segment objects. Then,
supervised pre-training followed by domain-specific finetuning was applied to boost model performance. Ren
et al. [20] proposed the region proposal network (RPN)
that shared full-image convolutional features with the
detection network and used RCNN for classification and
bounding box regression. Redmon et al. [21] framed object
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detection as a regression problem to spatially separated
bounding boxes and associated class probabilities in a
single neural network, which was extremely fast. Bai
et al. [24] proposed a centerpiece interaction recognition
framework to achieve the detection of interesting objects
and the recognition of their interaction activity by regarding them as an integrated task.
In order to overcome the challenge of extreme environments in OCS images, object detection based on CNNs
is applied to detect the locator contour precisely in our
model. Compared to the current studies which using locator
line features for detection, the proposed model uses deep
features extracted by CNNs trained on large locator dataset.
In this way, the model can obtain the strong locator representations which improve the locator detection precision
in variable situations.
2.3 Locator slope calculation methods
Locator slope calculation aims at measuring detected
locator slope in world coordinate systems (WCS). In early
time, the locator angle in image plane is regarded as the
locator slope approximatively [8]. Then, to increase the
locator slope precision, the geometrical relationship
between the camera mounting position and image plane is
used to amend the locator angle [9]. To the best of our
knowledge, limited research works have been done in this
area.
The locator slope can be obtained through calculating
the locator spatial position in WCS. Object position calculation based on monocular vision model is defined as
coming up with three-dimensional coordinate expression
through single vision model analysis using geometrical
relationship [27]. Due to monocular vision lacking of the
object depth information, auxiliary information must be
used during location analysis. A geometric camera calibration algorithm which exploits the complete camera
model during the localization of control markers is proposed for cooperative target [28]. When highly planar
markers are used, the algorithm leads to high accurate
measurement and robustness to the presence of artifacts
such as noise, illumination gradients and blurring. For the
noncooperation target, the points, lines or regions, detected
in the images, are used for camera calibration [29].
The monocular vision models are widely used in object
location, distance and posture measurement, robot navigation, and so on. A mobile robot localization and autonomous navigation system was designed in outdoor situation
with the use of a single camera and natural landmarks [30].
The supervised learning was first used to estimate depths
from single monocular images for a remote control car at
high speeds through unstructured outdoor environments
[31]. The resulting algorithm showed the learned
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monocular vision cues that accurately estimate the relative
depths of obstacles in a scene. An autonomous flight system was proposed for the micro-air vehicle in unknown
environments with only monocular camera as exteroceptive sensor [32]. The metric visual scale was estimated
through monocular vision models with the aid of an air
pressure sensor.
As we can see, the monocular vision models obtain the
space coordinates of objects with the help of prior
knowledge or extra parameters. In our models, the locator
slope calculation depends on the locator posture and contact wire states.

3 The locator slope calculation framework
The proposed locator slope calculation in OCS inspection
system comprises the following five components: image
capture, proposal generation, locator rough detection,
locator precise detection and locator slope calculation. The
full process is illustrated in Fig. 3.
The inspection system is equipped with a CCD camera
and an infrared camera on the reef of the train. The two
cameras both point toward the catenary to capture the
images of OCS system. Thereinto, the images captured by
the CCD camera are used for locator slope calculation. In
order to locate the locator position effectively, the proposal
generation is done first. The use of region proposals avoids
the computational complexity of evaluating an expensive
classifier with exhaustive multi-scale and multi-aspect-ratio sliding window search. We use a grid [21] to generate
candidate locator bounding boxes. Then, a novel locator
contour detection strategy (Sect. 4) containing rough
detection and precise detection is implemented. For rough
detection, we perform locator detection using discriminatively trained convolution neural networks. Through this
process, we obtain the locator regions from the OCS images. In the locator regions, precise detection is performed
through applying Candy detection and Hough transform to
fit the locator contour. Finally, the locator spatial coordinates in WCS are calculated through a novel monocular
vision model (Sect. 5). The rationale behind the monocular
vision model is that we make use of two priori knowledges
for equation reduction during coordinate transformation.
After obtaining the locator spatial coordinates, the locator
slope can be easily calculated.

4 Locator contour detection
In locator contour detection, the precise locations of locators are obtained by fine fitting the straight lines in OCS
images. Due to the poor representation capacity of line
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Fig. 3 The end-to-end locator slope calculation framework proposed

features, it is difficult to detect lines directly in complicated
scenes. For solving the problem, a novel detection strategy
containing rough detection and precise detection is introduced as follows.
4.1 Locator contour rough detection
Given OCS images, the locator rough detection is to generate the bounding boxes only containing the locators and
the corresponding labels. The locator labels are defined as
Lk ; k ¼ f1; :::; Ng, where N is the number of locator classes. In this work, there are two typical locator classes: left
locator represented by L1 as shown in the first row of Fig. 2
and right locator represented by L2 as shown in the second
row of Fig. 2.
The locator rough detection is carried out through a
novel deep CNNs as shown in Fig. 4. The OCS image is
first divided into S1  S2 grids as the candidate bounding
boxes. Then, the deep CNNs [14] containing multiple
convolutional layers, Maxpool layers and full-connected

layers are applied for feature extracting. Finally, the outputs of deep CNNs are modified to generate the locator
bounding boxes and corresponding labels. There are two
typical activation functions used in the CNNs. One is the
linear activation function for the final layer. The other is
the leaky rectified linear activation for all other layers. The
leaky rectified linear activation /ðÞ is modeled as:

x
if x [ 0
/ðxÞ ¼
ð1Þ
0:1x otherwise
where x is the input of neuron node.
Generally, the object detection results strongly rely on
the candidate bounding boxes. Region proposal models
[33, 34] aim to generate candidate bounding boxes with
high recall. Unfortunately, the number of false-positive
detections is usually a thousand or thousands times the
number of true-positive detections, and it costs too much
computing resource for calculating false-positive detections. In order to reduce the number of candidate bounding
boxes, our model divides the OCS image into a S1  S2

Fig. 4 CNNs model for locator rough detection
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grid depending on the shape of the locator as shown in
Fig. 4. The grid cell containing the center of a locator is the
true-positive detection, otherwise the grid cell is falsepositive. In addition to this, the outputs of the CNNs are
carefully designed for responding to each grid cell.
In our model, each grid cell predicts B ¼ 2 bounding
boxes with corresponding confidence scores C. The
bounding box is represented by (x, y, w, h). The (x, y) coordinates represent the center of the box relative to the
bounds of the grid cell. The width and height (w, h) are
predicted relative to the whole image. The confidence score
C reflects how confident the bounding box contains a
locator. Formally, the object confidence score C is defined
as the intersection over union (IOU) between the predicted
box and the ground truth. If no object exists in that cell, the
confidence scores should be zero. Each grid cell also predicts N conditional class probabilities Pr. These probabilities are conditioned on the grid cell containing an object.
The label probabilities Pr are represented by a vector
which is similar to classification problem in neural network. The model only predicts one set of class probabilities
per grid cell, regardless of the number of boxes B.
The final layer of CNNs is a conventional long vector
which can be transformed into a S1  S2  ðB  5 þ NÞ
tensor of predictions as shown in Fig. 4. As mentioned
before, each grid cell corresponds to a tensor cell which is a
B  5 þ N dimension vector including two bounding boxes
with their confidence scores and one label probability
vector. The bounding box (x, y) coordinates are normalized
to be offsets of a particular grid cell location so that they
are bounded into [0, 1]. The bounding box (w, h) is also
normalized by the whole image width and height so that
they fall into [0, 1] too.
The sum-squared error of the output in our model is
chosen to be the loss function for convenience. In order to
increase the weights for localization error, the loss from
bounding box coordinate predictions is increased by the
factor kco ¼ 5. Meanwhile, many grid cells do not contain
any locator in images. This pushes the confidence scores of
those cells toward zero, often overpowering the gradient
from cells that do contain locators. Therefore, the loss from
confidence predictions for boxes that do not contain objects
is decreased by the factor kno ¼ 0:5. For reflecting that
small deviations in large boxes matter less than in small
boxes, the square root of the bounding box width and
height instead of the width and height directly. Generally,
one bounding box predictor is assigned to be responsible
for predicting an object based on which prediction has the
highest current IOU with the ground truth.
During training, the multi-part loss function is formulated as:
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where 1obj
denotes if object appears in cell i, 1obj
i
ij denotes
that the jth bounding box predictor in cell i is responsible for that prediction, and 1no
denotes that jth
ij
bounding box predictor in cell i does not contain objects.
fx; y; w; h; C; Prg denote the ground-truth value of ima^ C;
^ Prg
^ denote the predicted value of
^ h;
ges, and f^
x; y^; w;
the CNNs model. The loss function only penalizes
classification error if an object is present in that grid cell
and bounding box coordinate error if that predictor is
responsible for the ground-truth box (i.e., has the highest
IOU of any predictor in that grid cell). At last, the
dropout and extensive data augmentation are also used to
avoid overfitting. In this structure, the network weights
can be trained end-to-end by stochastic gradient descent
algorithm.
Just like in training, predicting locator regions for a test
image only requires one network evaluation. The network
predicts S1  S2  B bounding boxes with corresponding
object confidence and class probabilities per image. If the
predicted object confidence of a grid cell is greater than the
threshold valve, the cell will be chosen to be effective, and
its class probabilities will be used to determine the locator
label. The locator label is useful to identify the locator
straight line for each individual locator during precise
detection. Non-maximal suppression will be used to fix
these multiple detections.
4.2 Locator contour precise detection
For the purpose of locator slope calculation, the locator
contour should be precisely fitted by a straight line along
with the locator in the OCS images. To increase algorithm
efficiency, the straight-line search is utilized inside the
local regions obtained form the rough detection.
The classic Hough transform is famous for its capability
in the identification of regular curves in an image, such as
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lines and circles [35]. The main advantage of the Hough
transform is that it is tolerant to gaps in feature boundary
descriptions and is relatively unaffected by image noise. In
our model, the locator region is first disposed by Canny
edge detection and followed by Hough transform, which is
illustrated in Fig. 3. In order to reduce the false in precise
detection, locator labels obtained in rough detection are
used. The fitted line angle of right locator is restricted into
½0 ; 45 , and the fitted line angle of left locator is restricted
into ½45 ; 0 . When the straight line is fitted, the locator
precise position coordinates are obtained as the terminals
of line for slope calculation in OCS image.

points between two images captured from two different
calibrated cameras, while there is only one camera used for
locator slope calculation on the train reef. For monocular
vision model, it is necessary that the prior knowledge or
extra parameters are applied during calculating the 3D
geometrical information of the object. According to the
locator posture and contact wire states in OCS system, a
fast slope calculation method based on monocular vision is
introduced in detail as follows.
Based on the perspective projection model [27], the
coordinates of a 3D point M and the corresponding 2D
point m are described as:
~
~ ¼ PM
sm

5 Slope calculation based on monocular vision
At this stage of our pipeline processing, we now turn to
the task of calculating slope of the locators in Euclidean
WCS. At first, the WCS is set up as shown in Fig. 5. The
Z-axis is along with the orientation of the train forwarding. The X-axis is along with the horizontal orientation, and the Y-axis is along with the vertical
orientation. The coordinates of a 3D point M ¼ ½X; Y; ZT
expresses in a Euclidean WCS, and the corresponding
2D point m ¼ ½u; vT expresses in the image plane. The
locator terminals are defined as M1 ¼ ½X1 ; Y1 ; Z1 T and
M2 ¼ ½X2 ; Y2 ; Z2 T in the WCS as shown in Fig. 5. So the
locator slope h can be defined as:
h¼

Y2  Y1
X2  X1

ð3Þ

The key point of the slope calculation is the transformation of locator coordinates from image plane to WCS.
Generally, the object spatial position in WCS is calculated
through binocular stereo vision. In binocular stereo vision
model, the 3D geometrical information of the object is
obtained by calculating the disparity map of corresponding

ð4Þ

~¼
~ ¼ ½u; v; 1T and M
where s is a scale factor, m
T
½X; Y; Z; 1 are the homogeneous coordinates of points m
and M, and P is a 3  4 perspective projection matrix. Such
perspective projection matrix can be decomposed as:
P ¼ K½Rjt

ð5Þ

where K is the 3  3 camera calibration matrix that
depends on the internal parameters of the camera such as
the focal length; [R|t] is the 3  4 external parameters
matrix and corresponds to the Euclidean transformation
from world coordinate system to camera coordinate system. These parameters can be estimated by an offline
camera calibration. The classical calibration methods make
use of a calibration pattern of known size inside the field of
view, such as the checkerboard.
Once the perspective projection matrix P is obtained, the
projection transformation can be set as:
ðu1 P31  P11 ÞX1 þ ðu1 P32  P12 ÞY1 þ ðu1 P33  P13 ÞZ1
þ ðu1 P31  P14 Þ ¼ 0
ðv1 P31  P21 ÞX1 þ ðv1 P32  P22 ÞY1 þ ðv1 P33  P23 ÞZ1
þ ðv1 P32  P24 Þ ¼ 0
ðu2 P31  P11 ÞX2 þ ðu1 P32  P12 ÞY2 þ ðu2 P33  P13 ÞZ2
þ ðu2 P31  P14 Þ ¼ 0
ðv2 P31  P21 ÞX2 þ ðv2 P32  P22 ÞY2 þ ðv2 P33  P23 ÞZ2
þ ðv2 P32  P24 Þ ¼ 0
ð6Þ
where Pij is the elements of the matrix P, f½u1 ; v1 ; ½u2 ; v2 g
which are known as the locator terminal coordinates in
image plane, and f½X1 ; Y1 ; Z1 ; ½X2 ; Y2 ; Z2 g which are
unknown as the locator terminal coordinates in WCS.
Unfortunately, the number of unknown variables surpassing the number of equations makes the solving process
overdetermined. In order to solve the equations effectively,
two assumptions are proposed to reduce the number of
unknown variables in equations.

Fig. 5 Euclidean world coordinate system in the OCS image
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1.

2.

What can be seen from Fig. 5 is that the locator
mounting plane is vertical to the railway orientation.
As mentioned above, the Z-axis is defined as the
orientation of the train forwarding which is along with
the railway orientation. So the Z coordinates of two
terminals on the locator in WCS are equal. According
to the first assumption, it can reduce an unknown
variable.
The locator in PCS is applied to fix the contact wire
which offers the electric power to the running train
through the pantograph as shown in Fig. 1. The
pantograph operating state is so important that the
pantograph operating height is monitored in the train
system, and the pantograph operating height is equal to
the contact wire height. So the vertical coordinate Y1 of
terminal M1 can be obtained through the near contact
wire height. According to the second assumption, it
can reduce another unknown variable.

Based on the aforementioned assumptions, the number of
unknown variable is reduced to four equaling the number
of equations. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be solved, and then,
the locator terminal coordinates in WCS are obtained. At
last, the locator slope can be calculated by Eq. (3).

6 Experimental result
In this section, we evaluate the quality of locator contour
detection model, locator slope calculation algorithm and
the whole framework on different train lines. For
Table 1 Structure of YOLO-tiny
Type

Filters

Convolutional

16

33

448  448
224  224

32

33

224  224

2  2=2

112  112

64

33

112  112

2  2=2

56  56

128

33

56  56

2  2=2

28  28

Maxpool
Convolutional
Maxpool
Convolutional
Maxpool
Convolutional

256

Maxpool
Convolutional
Maxpool

Output

2  2=2

Maxpool
Convolutional

Size/strider

512

33

28  28

2  2=2

14  14

33
2  2=2

14  14
77

Convolutional

1024

33

77

Convolutional

1024

33

77

Convolutional

1024

33

77

Full-connected

256

256

Full-connected

4096

4096

Final layer

504

504
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efficiency, the CNNs structure and hyper parameters of the
model YOLO-tiny [21] as listed in Table 1 are selected for
locator detection, and the values of fS1 ; S2 g for candidate
bounding boxes are chosen as S1 ¼ 6 and S2 ¼ 7. The
parameters of the CNNs structure are first initialized by
pre-trained ImageNet weights that are available online
(https://pjreddie.com/darknet/yolov1/). Then, the detection
model is fine-tuned on the locator training set.
6.1 Experimental setup
The dataset in our experiment contains the OCS images captured by the non-contact OCS inspection system, which is
shown in the first step in Fig. 3. The inspection system with
high-resolution camera is placed on the roof of high-speed
trains to capture still OCS images with 2448  2050 resolution (5 million pixels) and 15 frame rate. The training set is
composed of 10,000 image samples, which are carefully
chosen from the whole dataset. In order to cover all situations,
the train set contains image samples with different backgrounds and illumination. In training set, the locator labels and
bounding boxes in image samples are labeled manually.
To comprehensively evaluate the effectiveness of the
locator detection in the real-world condition, the test set is
composed of four video sequences with typical situations from
different train lines. Due to the huge image dataset, there is no
cross between training set and test set. In each video sequence,
it contains 2000 consecutive frames, and each locator appears
in multiple adjacent frames but with different positions as
shown in Fig. 6. Based on the real-world application, each
locator should be detected in the consecutive frames at least
once. The locators detected in adjacent frames are regarded as
the same locator, and the interval between two different
locators is set as 4 frames at least. If a locator is not detected in
any frames, it will be regarded as miss detection. Analogously,
if a locator is detected in a frame with no locators, it will be
regarded as false detection. The proposed locator detection
model aims to effectively detect the locators along the train
lines, so we use precision and recall as the metric for performance evaluation of locator detection. The precision and
recall are defined as follows:
The number of correctly detected locators
Total number of detected locators
The number of correctly detected locators
Recall ¼
Total number of locators
ð7Þ

Precision ¼

We also evaluate our slope calculation algorithm based
on monocular vision in laboratory environments. To restore
the relative position between locators and camera, a simulation platform is built as shown in Fig. 7. The camera is
installed on the substrate simulating the position on the
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Fig. 6 Examples of consecutive frames in test set

Fig. 7 Locator simulation equipment for locator slope calculation. a The locator simulate equipment, b the locator image in simulate equipment

train reef, and a metal stick simulating the locator is
installed on the holder fronting the camera. The camera
substrate is mobile for simulating the slope calculation in
different positions. The metal stick is fixed by the air level
and locking block with different angles, so it can accurately
simulate precise locator slope. To completely simulate the
states of the locator as real situation, the locator is installed
with 8 , 12 and 16 regarded as ground truth, and the
distance between locator and camera is set to 4, 6, 8, 10 and
12 m. During the camera calibration, the checkerboard
which parallels to the locator plane is chosen as the reference coordinate system, and the locator height is measured by calibrated scale.
6.2 The effectiveness of locator contour detection
This work aims at detecting the precise location of locators
in image sequences for OCS inspection purpose. The test

situations include normal, overexposure, darkness and
tunnel as shown in Fig. 8. The normal shows the train
running under normal illumination condition. The overexposure shows the camera on the train roof facing the sun
with excess illumination. The darkness situation shows the
train running in the night with little fill-in light. The tunnel
shows the train running in the tunnel with locators imaged
faintly.
The detail results of the proposed model in different
situations are listed in Table 2. From this table, we can see
that the performance of proposed model in normal and
darkness is good, while the performance in overexposure
and tunnel condition is a little bit worse. In normal situation, all most locators are detected correctly and completely. Due to that some locators are sightless in the
excess illumination situation, the proposed model only
achieves 0.941 recall in overexposure situation. Interestingly, since the locator is visible with the complex
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Fig. 8 Samples of locator image in different situations. a Normal, b overexposure, c darkness, d tunnel
Table 2 Detail results of proposed model in different situations
Train line

Situation

Number of locator

Correctly detected

Falsely detected

Precision

Recall

Beijing–Shanghai

Normal

192

191

3

98.4

99.4

Chongqing–Chengdu

Overexposure

154

145

2

98.6

94.1

Changtu–Changchun

Darkness

247

247

0

100

100

Shenyang–Dandong

Tunnel

175

170

7

97.1

96

background eliminated by appropriate fill-in light in darkness, the performance in darkness is the best. Although the
illumination situation in tunnel is similar to the illumination situation in darkness, the background in tunnel is much
more complex, and the locator regions are not so conspicuous. Therefore, the proposed model only achieves
0.971 precision in tunnel situation. On the whole, the
experiment suggests that the proposed model is robust to
different illuminations and environments and the results are
satisfied for locator contour detection.
To the best of our knowledge, there are few works for
automatic locator detection for high-speed rail OCS system. Therefore, there are limited approaches, which we
could compare in the literature. The skeleton model (SM),
which is the classical locator detection model, will be first
compared. As a traditional model for object detection, the
template matching (TM) method with canny features is
applied in locator contour detection too. To evaluate the
performance with the state-of-the-art techniques in object
detection, we also compare the other proposed methods
like DPM (voc-release5 model) and faster RCNN (ZF
model), which have achieved great results on the PASCAL
dataset. The locator contour precise detection will be
applied in the bounding box generated by the object
detection model.
The performance of locator contour detection by different models in different situations is shown in Fig. 9. It
can be observed that the performance of learning model
(DPM, faster RCNN and proposed model) is much better
than others. Since the backgrounds and illumination in
OCS images are complex, the TM and SM model cannot
suit for different situations. In addition, the feature
extracted by deep model usually has better performance
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than artificial feature. Therefore, the precise and recall rate
of locator contour detection in different situations got by
faster RCNN and proposed model are better than DPM. For
the proposed model, it has comparative results with faster
RCNN in darkness and tunnel situations and has a bit better
results in normal and overexposure situations.
6.3 The efficiency of locator contour detection
Besides the effectiveness of the different models, the speed
efficiency is also verified. Currently, the locator contour
detection models need to be performed online and in a realtime way. Based on the characteristic of models, TM, SM
and DMP are implemented with the CPU (Core i7
CPU@3.6GHz), and faster RCNN and proposed model are
implemented with the GPU (GTX1060).
The comparison of frame rates for different models is
listed in Table 3. Obviously, the frame rate achieved by
proposed model is much higher than the frame rate
achieved by the other two models. In OCS inspection
system, since huge video data generate during train running, the demand of image real-time processing is most
important. As a consequence, the proposed model is suitable for the locator contour detection task in OCS images.
6.4 Locator slope calculation through monocular
vision
In the slope calculation task, the goal is to calculate the
accurate slope of locators by monocular vision in the OCS
images. In order to verify the effectiveness of our slope
calculation algorithm, the locator slope calculation in different distance is done in the locator simulate equipment as
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Fig. 9 Comparison of different models for locator contour detection in different situations. a Normal, b overexposure, c darkness, d tunnel
Model
TM

1.5

SM

5.3

DPM
Faster RCNN

0.04
6.2

Proposed

18

Frame rate

27.7

shown in Fig. 7. At the same time, the locator angles in the
image plane are also obtained directly from the images.
Figure 10 shows results of locator slope calculation in
the simulate equipment. The red lines represent the locator
slope results in WCS calculated by the proposed monocular
vision method. The blue lines represent the locator angle in
the image plane. For each installed angle, although the
locator angle in the image plane is variable in different
distance, the slope calculated by our algorithm is extremely
approximate the ground truth in different distance. Further,
the mean slope and standard deviation of different simulative locator slope are listed in Table 4. It is demonstrated
that our slope calculation algorithm is effective and robust
in different positions.
6.5 Locator slope calculation in practice

16

1587

162

1574

1608

1642
1583

14

Angle/°

Table 3 Comparison of DPM,
faster RCNN and proposed
model in frame rate

12

1447

1514

1496

1464
1239

1184

1193

1183

1043

1068

107

798

811

794

684

702

8

10

115

10

826

8

1222

1123

833
753

6

4

652

643

4

6

12

Distance/m

Fig. 10 Comparison of results between slope calculated by the
proposed slope calculation algorithm and angle in the image plane in
the simulate equipment
Table 4 Mean and standard deviation of angle calculation in simulate equipment
Slope

8

12

16

Mean

8:12

12:05

16:06

Standard deviation

0.17

0.25

0.27

At last, the locator slope calculation framework is applied
to OCS inspection system on the running high-speed trains.
For ensuring the normal operation of OCS, the locator
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slope is limited to ½8 ; 14 . Once the locator slope calculated by the OCS inspection overruns, the warning would
be generated from the OCS inspection system. Figure 11
shows the locator slope calculations on the train line of
Chengdu to Chongqing. It can be observed that the proposed framework not only precisely detects the locator
profile, but also obtains the locator slope status in different
situations. Figure 11a shows the locator slope calculations
during train running with low speed in normal situation. In
this situation, each locator will be captured in several
frames, and the locator slope results of different frames are
close. Figure 11b shows the locator slope calculations
during train running with high speed in normal situation. In

this situation, each locator will be captured in a few of
frames. In practice, to improve the locator calculation
accuracy, the slope of each locator is obtained by averaging
results of slope calculation in all frames where the locator
appears.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel framework and solution
for locator slope calculation of OCS images for high-speed
rail. This general framework works remarkably well for
both locator contour detection and slope calculation tasks,

(a)

(b)

Fig. 11 Locator slope calculated by the proposed method in OCS image. a Locator slope calculations during train running with low speed in
normal situation, b locator slope calculations during train running with high speed in tunnel situation
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and significantly improve efficiency, reliability and safety
of the high-speed train. During locator contour detection
stage, the bounding boxes of locator are rough detected by
deep CNNs in global images; then, the line fitting is
applied for the precise detection in the local regions. At the
stage of slope calculation, a novel measure algorithm based
on monocular vision is proposed to calculate the locator
slope accurately. Experiments on different high-speed train
line dataset have demonstrated promising performance in
different real running situations. With this intelligent
locator slope calculation system, the inspectors can be
released from the time-consuming and arduous tasks.
This is the first exploration on locator slope calculation
of OCS images for high-speed rail, and good performance
has been achieved. Due to the complex situations of OCS
images and the messy background, automatic locator
contour detection remains a challenging task. Moving into
the future, we hope to explore object geometric posture
measuring by detection models based on monocular vision
for arbitrary objects.
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